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About This Game

Take a fantastical journey across the kingdom in this beautiful new Solitaire adventure! Travel across an ancient land rebuilding
epic castles of old.

Over 200 levels in all, plus many Solitaire variants including Klondike, Spider, Freecell, Pyramid, and more! Dozens of unique
game play variations mix up the classic Solitaire such as locked and frozen cards, obstacles to remove like vines and wax seals,

and many power-ups like wild cards, jokers, and shuffles.

Search every last level for gems and coins to purchase new castle upgrades and power-ups. Jewel Match Solitaire is the ultimate
relaxing Solitaire game!

Features:

 200 Solitaire levels!

 12 variants such as Klondike, Spider, Freecell and Pyramid Solitaire.

 5 beautiful castles to build and set them as desktop wallpapers!

 Tons of gameplay variations and power-ups.
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 3 different playmodes: relaxed, normal, hard.

 Dozens of trophies to achieve.

 Choose from several card decks.

 Beautifully relaxing soundtrack.
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i really enjoy these games,the challenge to get a perfect and building the castles. I'm likely not the target audience for this type
of game, however it is a nice time waster and stress unwinder. I've played card games in the past and had some enjoyment, but
often the graphics were fairly poor. The graphics here are very nice. The cards look real and like very nice decks. There are
plenty of games to play and the bonus games add to the value.. I'm likely not the target audience for this type of game, however
it is a nice time waster and stress unwinder. I've played card games in the past and had some enjoyment, but often the graphics
were fairly poor. The graphics here are very nice. The cards look real and like very nice decks. There are plenty of games to
play and the bonus games add to the value.. From the description, I thought that the journey of 200 plus levels would take me
through multiple variants. But its all just your basic higher\/lower matching, and as you progress you unlock single nonessential
'bonus games' of klondike and spider , etc. On top of which, the rules are bugged. I played a game of spider, and had one stack
left, with 2 hidden cards, the king and the ace. king shows, i move the stack onto it, and it tells me i have no more moves, even
though i had 7 open columns to move to. No option to undo from there, just reset and do the whole game over. The animations
of cards and streaks and various blockages also impede the flow of the main game.

Granted, I've only played 15 levels so far, but I think the rest of the game will be relegated to " yeah, ok, i got nothing better to
do". If you enjoy Solitaire like myself you will enjoy this game. Lots of levels to play, nice soundtrack and levels you can actual
get by without using all your coins on Wild cards or Jokers! I like the artwork, you build 5 castles which once completed can be
used as wallpapers and the bonus games are fun and break up the game a bit (with 12 different games). I recommend getting it
on sale if you can as a nice way to spend your time when breaking from more taxing games.. There is a game breaking bug for
the bonus games: https://imgur.com/a/GGfOQ2u It does not unlock the games correctly. I wish I could gives stars in such a case,
as the game is enjoyable (although, pretty much similar to Regency Solitaire). There is not much Jewel matching in here... I do
not recommend this if you already have Shadowhand or Regency... there is just too little improvement or uniqueness. If I could
only unlock the bonus games... who knows!. My first Review ever !!!

This is a fantastic Game!!!

Also I can recomend other games from "Grey Alien Games"...
Like Shadow Hand for example, a really great Game with just the right cool strategy ingredient :)

Games Made with Love...

Happy Gaming !!!
. This is a pretty solid game it has lots of options to customize the look and the music is perfect for it. You can unlock
wallpapers to use on your desktop by completing the game. The achievements are balanced pretty good and the game is has a
hard more which is quite good but if that isn't your thing the normal mode is worthy as well. There are other versions of this
game you can purchase. From what it looks like it's just a themed version of the same type of game. There are also bonus games
you can unlock by playing the game as well. For the price it is pretty good I managed to catch it on sale which was perfect.. I
wish the main game was focused on bonus games, not other way around. Other than that, it is a nice game, plenty of types of
solitaires amongst bonus games, looks nice, and main game is good.. This is a pretty solid game it has lots of options to
customize the look and the music is perfect for it. You can unlock wallpapers to use on your desktop by completing the game.
The achievements are balanced pretty good and the game is has a hard more which is quite good but if that isn't your thing the
normal mode is worthy as well. There are other versions of this game you can purchase. From what it looks like it's just a
themed version of the same type of game. There are also bonus games you can unlock by playing the game as well. For the price
it is pretty good I managed to catch it on sale which was perfect.
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I wish the main game was focused on bonus games, not other way around. Other than that, it is a nice game, plenty of types of
solitaires amongst bonus games, looks nice, and main game is good..

* 200 levels of Golf Solitaire (+1/-1)
* Lots of powerup and wildcard abilities to unlock
* Cute castle-building story using gems gained from levels
* Lots of bonus games to try out different variants of solitaire
* Decently challenging obstacles like locked/frozen cards

------

BIGGEST COMPLAINT:
* Challenge variance is HUGE between hands starting about midway through the levels. One hand will be easily beatable with
no abilities or wildcards, the next will require every single trick and a lucky deal. I understand that RNG means a deal could
make a hand problematic, but some levels are so cluttered with obstacles that it becomes a headache trying to navigate them.
* Game tends to stutter a lot when alt-tabbing between windows.
* Near-reliant on powerups to beat late-game levels - feels a bit cheat-y (though ymmv)

======

Super nice game - would put it second in Steam solitaire games after Faerie Solitaire.
Tons of levels and lots of replay, definitely worth regular price.. Great game, very pretty visuals, smooth graphics, and loads of
content! Well worth it, I feel.. From the description, I thought that the journey of 200 plus levels would take me through
multiple variants. But its all just your basic higher\/lower matching, and as you progress you unlock single nonessential 'bonus
games' of klondike and spider , etc. On top of which, the rules are bugged. I played a game of spider, and had one stack left,
with 2 hidden cards, the king and the ace. king shows, i move the stack onto it, and it tells me i have no more moves, even
though i had 7 open columns to move to. No option to undo from there, just reset and do the whole game over. The animations
of cards and streaks and various blockages also impede the flow of the main game.

Granted, I've only played 15 levels so far, but I think the rest of the game will be relegated to " yeah, ok, i got nothing better to
do". Not at all what I was looking for. I wanted a simple game that offered many different solitaire games. Jewel Match Solitaire
listed many of those different games on its page, so that's what I thought I was getting. Instead I got:

-- Biggest frustration is that game freezes when the window loses the focus. It restarts when it gets the focus again, but slows
things down needlessly and since I wanted card games to play on the side while multitasking, basically defeats the purpose for
me
-- Limited settings. Can't turn off the confirmation windows and considering they're animated, it's that much more annoying to
wait for the window to drop and stop bouncing before being able to say yes I'm sure.
-- 1 game with multiple deal styles but it's always play what you can +1/-1
-- You must play levels of that game, as shown on a map, to slowly get access to some of the "bonus" games, ie, the games I
thought I was getting
-- To get win enough levels to get these bonus games, you must spend gold on what I consider to be cheats, extra cards, extra
deals, etc.
-- At certain points you must spend stars on a castle animation which takes forever to move to the next level. Again, required to
get access to bonus games

I'm very disappointed I bought the 3-game bundle and after giving it a try for way too many hours and several days, it's being
closed for good.. I'm likely not the target audience for this type of game, however it is a nice time waster and stress unwinder.
I've played card games in the past and had some enjoyment, but often the graphics were fairly poor. The graphics here are very
nice. The cards look real and like very nice decks. There are plenty of games to play and the bonus games add to the value.. i
really enjoy these games,the challenge to get a perfect and building the castles. Not at all what I was looking for. I wanted a
simple game that offered many different solitaire games. Jewel Match Solitaire listed many of those different games on its page,
so that's what I thought I was getting. Instead I got:

-- Biggest frustration is that game freezes when the window loses the focus. It restarts when it gets the focus again, but slows
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things down needlessly and since I wanted card games to play on the side while multitasking, basically defeats the purpose for
me
-- Limited settings. Can't turn off the confirmation windows and considering they're animated, it's that much more annoying to
wait for the window to drop and stop bouncing before being able to say yes I'm sure.
-- 1 game with multiple deal styles but it's always play what you can +1/-1
-- You must play levels of that game, as shown on a map, to slowly get access to some of the "bonus" games, ie, the games I
thought I was getting
-- To get win enough levels to get these bonus games, you must spend gold on what I consider to be cheats, extra cards, extra
deals, etc.
-- At certain points you must spend stars on a castle animation which takes forever to move to the next level. Again, required to
get access to bonus games

I'm very disappointed I bought the 3-game bundle and after giving it a try for way too many hours and several days, it's being
closed for good.. Bonus games are unlocked gradually through the game, each being a different kind of solitaire. I've learned a
few new (to me) versions that I quite like.. If you enjoy Solitaire like myself you will enjoy this game. Lots of levels to play,
nice soundtrack and levels you can actual get by without using all your coins on Wild cards or Jokers! I like the artwork, you
build 5 castles which once completed can be used as wallpapers and the bonus games are fun and break up the game a bit (with
12 different games). I recommend getting it on sale if you can as a nice way to spend your time when breaking from more
taxing games.

Connectome:Pain Control Update_2019.2.3:
*Cancel the blur effect after get hit or block
*Can change the volume of BGM
*Shorten the cycle of one day in game. Please wishlist Ancient Enemy - coming soon!:
Ancient Enemy is an atmospheric RPG card game due out this summer. It's built with our Shadowhand engine but features a
different theme/story and new mechanics. It's going to be great!

You can wishlist it here:

https://store.steampowered.com/app/993790/Ancient_Enemy/. Ancient Enemy is coming soon! Wishlist it today.:
We are pleased to announce our new game is coming to Steam in 2019!

You can wishlist it here and also check out screenshots:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/993790/Ancient_Enemy/. Jewel Match Solitaire L'Amour is coming soon!:
We are delighted to be publishing Suricate Software’s romantic-themed game on Thursday 14th Feb - Valentine's Day!

Please wishlist it here:

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1009700/Jewel_Match_Solitaire_LAmour/. Ancient Enemy Teaser Trailer!:
We just added a teaser trailer to the Ancient Enemy store page. Please check it out and wishlist the game. Thanks!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/993790/Ancient_Enemy/. Ancient Enemy Developer Vlog #1:
In this video Jake summarises the work done so far on Ancient Enemy and goes into the gameplay briefly:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NC5IfRXIcgo

You can find out more about the game here:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/993790/Ancient_Enemy/. Jewel Match Solitaire Winterscapes is coming soon!:
We are delighted to publish Suricate Software’s holiday-themed game on Steam. The wintery locations and engaging gameplay
will keep everyone entertained on days when you just want to hunker down beside a cosy fire.”

Please wishlist it here:

https://store.steampowered.com/app/993780/Jewel_Match_Solitaire_Winterscapes/. Ancient Enemy Dev Diary #4: Progress
Update!:
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Hey everyone, we just made a blog post about all the great progress we've been making recently. We'd love you to check it out: 
http://greyaliengames.com/blog/ancient-enemy-dev-diary-4-progress/

https://store.steampowered.com/app/993790/Ancient_Enemy/. Update_2019.1.31:
*Reduce difficulty
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